


Scenes from Corporate Life

• The publishing house

• The Lotus experiment



Why My Ideas Seem So Weird

Practices that support innovative work are 
nearly the exact opposite of what most 
managers believe is good management. 



Organizing Principles:
Routine vs. Innovative Work

Organizing for  Routine Work Organizing for Innovative Work

Drive out variance Enhance variance

See old things in old ways See old things in new ways 
(“vu ja de”)

Replicate the past Break from the past

Goal: Make money now Goal: Make money later



Principle 1: 
Enhance variance

What might called tangents, wasted effort, dead 
ends, and errors in routine work are the life 

blood of innovation



California Wine Industry,
late 19th Century

Hamilton Crabb’s Napa Valley Estate:
Almost 200 varieties 



1998 at 
Skyline Toy Design

• 4000 ideas generated
• 226 developed into a nice drawing or 

prototype
• 12  sold
• 2 or 3 are moderate commercial successes





Carolyn



Principle 2: 
See old things in new ways

The “vu ja de” mentality: When the same old 
things seem brand new

A disaster in routine work

Crucial to creativity



Jeff Hawkins Solution to the 
Handwriting Recognition Problem

If computers can’t be trained to read how 
people write, perhaps people can be trained 
to write what computers can read.

Result: Palm’s Graffiti Alphabet





Principle 3: 
Break from The Past

• Catch 1: Mindlessness 

• Catch 2: Most old ideas are good, most new 
ideas are bad.  





Tea Bags in England

• Lyons Tetley grabs market share with a round 
bag in 1990. 

• “Tea bag wars” commence… PG Tips fights 
back with a 3-D Pyramid bag in 1996. 



What is Creativity? 

• Using old things in new places, ways, and 
combinations

Everything from Play-Doh to Fermat’s last 
theorem





Keys to Fast Innovation 

Treat it is an 
“import-export business”

“Steal” good ideas from 
everywhere







Recognized emerging MP3 player market .  
Blended existing resources (chipsets, drives, and 
batteries) from inside and outside 

– Apple did the design case and interface.
– PortalPlayer provided the design (and coordination) of the 

audio components.
– Wolfson Microelectronics provided the digital to analog 

converter; Sharp, the flash memory; TI, the firewire 
controller; Sony, the battery; Linear Technology, power 
system.

– Eight months from start to market.

Apple iPod



The  Weird Ideas: A Sampling

•Promote variance, vu ja de, and breaking
from the past

•Based on sound theory and research



1. Hire “Slow Learners” (Of 
The Organizational Code)

More innovation occurs when more people don't 
know the "organizational code."  

Why? 

When people don't know the code, they draw on 
past individual experience or invent new methods



This Means: 

Hiring more people who are slow to learn the 
"code" will increase the range of ideas.



What Kinds of People are Slow 
Learners? 

Low "self-monitors," who seem oblivious to 
social cues, who follow their inner voice.

People with very high self-esteem. 



Brad Bird of Pixar
Director, The Incredibles

I’ve been fired for being disruptive several 
times… but this is the first time I’ve been 
hired for it”



A group of brilliant, 
but antisocial engineers

“They hide in their offices, and don’t come out.  
We divide the work so they each have a 
separate part.  We slide their assignment under 
the door and run away. They ignore us when 
we tell them it is good enough - they won’t let us 
build it until it meets their standards for elegant 
designs - they don’t care what we think.”

A manager describes his workgroup



Slow and Fast Learners Need 
Each Other

“Paul McCartney  and Brian Epstein did have to 
cover up a lot for me. I’m not putting Paul down, 
and I’m not putting Brian down. They did a good 
job in containing my personality from causing too 
much trouble.”

John Lennon



4. Encourage People to Ignore and 
Defy Superiors and Peers

• Employees generate more ideas when supervisors: 
Devote LESS attention to them
Allow them to act without getting permission first

• People nominated as innovators
Bend or break rules 
Act without proper authority 



Innovation Often Happens Despite, 
Rather Than Because of Management

Managers are even told lies to protect unauthorized 
work 

Atari games for the VCS 2600 



How Companies Encourage 
Defiance

• “Management by getting out of the way.” (e.g., 3M’s 
15% rule, Amazon award for “acting without 
permission.”). 

• Praise and reward for well-meaning insubordination .



Chuck House is Ordered to 
Halt Work on an Oscilloscope

Many HP managers -- including David Packard -- tell Chuck 
House  to stop working on it.  He doesn’t. 

Product becomes a big success.  House awarded a medal 
by Packard for “extraordinary contempt and defiance 
beyond the normal call of engineering.”



5. Find Some Happy People, 
And Get Them to Fight

• Conflict is destructive in the earliest stages of 
creativity…

• But fighting over ideas leads to better ideas. 



William Wrigley Jr.

“When two people in business always agree, 
one of them is unnecessary.”



Two Kinds of Conflict

• “Personal” vs. “substantive”



Why Upbeat People? 

• Upbeat people are more persistent.

• Upbeat people take more risks. 

• Even a few unhappy people can spoil the 
positive mood of the whole group.



Zajonc’s Weird Idea for 
Inducing Happiness

• Get people to say “ah” or “e” over and over

• Don’t let them say “u” or “ü”

• Or have them bite a pencil! 



7.  Decide to Do Something That Will 
Probably Fail, Then Convince Yourself and 

Everyone Else That Success is Certain

• A high failure rate is the hallmark of 
innovation.  

Don’t try to eliminate flops, it drives out 
innovation! 



Experts Are Often Wrong!

• Whitwell Elwin’s advice to Charles Darwin’s 
Origin of the Species publisher

A “wild and foolish piece of imagination,”
rewrite so it is just about breeding pigeons. 



James March

Unfortunately, the difference between visionary 
genius and delusional madness is much clearer in 
history books than in experience. … Only a tiny 
proportion of our heretics will ever be canonized, 
and we cannot identify the saints ahead of time.



A Proven Way to Increase The 
Odds of Success

Belief Creates Reality!

Delude yourself and everyone else into 
believing that the success of your risky idea is 
certain.



Research Evidence that “Belief 
Creates Reality”

Self-fulfilling prophecy: 

Over 500 studies confirm it.



Burt Rutan 

• “Confidence in nonsense is required.”







10. Don’t try to learn anything from 
people who say they have solved  the  

problems you face

Experts know accepted ideas

But….

Narrowness can blind them to new ideas



Ignorance in action!

• Louis Leaky hires Jane Goodall to observe 
chimps because “He wanted someone with a 
mind uncluttered and unbiased by theory.”







Parting Thoughts



1. The Best Management is
Sometimes No Management at all

• Managers consistently overestimate their 
positive impact on performance.

• “First do no harm” is especially crucial to 
innovation.  



3M’s William Coyne

“After you plant a seed in the ground, you don’t 
dig it up every week to see how it is doing.”



2. Innovation Means SELLING 
Not Just Inventing, Ideas

• Why Robert Fulton gets credit for “inventing”
the steamboat

• Thomas Edison’s greatest talent


